
 

Day 5: Ibrahim El-Batout’s EL OTT Set 

For World Premiere Tonight 

Highlights for Monday, October 27 

 Variety Arab Filmmaker of the Year Award Ceremony at 

Emirates Palace 

 Panel Discussion on Arab Diaspora Filmmaking  

 Premiere of long-awaited US production THE DROP 

  

Abu Dhabi, UAE – October 26, 2014: Veteran Egyptian filmmaker 

Ibrahim El-Batout’s EL OTT will have its World Premiere tonight at the 

Abu Dhabi Film Festival 2014 (Emirates Palace at 21:15). The film tells 

the story of gangster ‘El Ott’, played by Amr Waked, who tracks the 

vicious underworld of child trafficking and the flourishing organ trade. The 

film’s director El Batout, actors Amr Waked, Sara Shaheen and Farouky 

El-Fishawy as well as producers will grace the event. The film, supported 

by SANAD in its post-production phase, is competing in the Narrative 

category at ADFF 2014.  

Also tonight, Jordanian director Naji Abu Nowar will be presented the 

Variety Arab Filmmaker of the Year Award at Emirates Palace. Naji Abu 

Nowar’s THEEB has won standing applause in festivals around the world.   

As part of the ‘ADFF Talks Film’ programme, there will be a panel 

discussion titled ‘The Soul Yearns for a Home – Film Making from Arab 

Diaspora’ at Emirates Palace Ballroom 3 (11:00 to 13:00). Directors 

Abderrahmane Sissako, Hisham Zaman and Karim Traidia will discuss the 

challenges they face, the storytelling and generic trends they stick to. 

moderated by ADFF director of Arab programme Intishal Al-Timimi.  

The film featured as part of the festival’s Special Programme “The Arab 

Diaspora” section today is SALUT COUSIN! (VOX 3 at 18:00), another tale 

of Arab immigration told with honesty, humour and flair.  

Today Abu Dhabi audience will also get to watch the premiere of SANAD-

funded IRAQI ODYSSEY, featured in the film festival’s Documentary 

Competition. The Swiss-Iraqi director Samir and producer Joel Jent will be 

present for a Q&A session after the film. The film documents the story of 



 

the director’s immigrant family who have travelled for half a century 

around the world.  

What are the chances for tender emotions when faced against powerful 

forces such as the nuclear bomb? The critically acclaimed no-dialogue 

movie TEST by Russian director Alexander Kott will be presented at VOX 5 

at 18:45. Competing in the ADFF 2014 Narrative Competition, it is the 

story of young love situated not far away from Semipalatinsk, the site 

chosen for Soviets’ nuclear testing from 1949 to 1989.  

In the New Horizons Competition of the film festival will be featured US 

productions THE DROP directed by Michael R Roskam (VOX 5 at 21:15) 

and CAMP X-RAY directed by Peter Sattler (VOX 6 at 21:00), along with 

Taiwanese production EXIT directed by Chienn Hsiang (VOX 6 at 18:15). 

CAMP X-RAY is slated for a single screening and the story unfolds in the 

charged atmosphere of Guantanamo.  

How much is documentation and how much of it is fiction? The 

fictionalised documentary 20,000 DAYS ON EARTH co-directed by Jane 

Pollard and Iain Forsyth documents a day in the life of cultural icon Nick 

Cave. (VOX 4 at 21:00) 

Part of the 2014 Showcase, ADFF presents Yann Demange’s film ’71 

capturing the politically tense times in Northern Ireland a year before 

Bloody Sunday. The director Demange will be present at the screening at 

VOX 1 at 20:45. Also featured today are American productions SOLD by 

Jeffrey D. Brown (Emirates Palace at 18:15) and ART & CRAFT co-directed 

by Sam Cullman and Jennifer Grausman (VOX 1 at 18:30).  

ADFF TALKS FILM:  

At Emirates Palace Ballroom 3 at 14:30 to 16:00: Panel discussion titled 

‘Build It and They Will Come: A Retrospective Analysis of the Gulf’s 

fledgling Film Industry’. Paul Baker (Intaj), Jamal al Sharif (Dubai Studio 

City and Film Commission), Samr Al Marzouki (DIFF), Adel Al Jabri 

(ADFF), filmmaker Nawaf Al Janahi to attend.  

At Emirates Palace Ballroom 3 at 16:30 to 18:00: Panel discussion titled 

‘Point of View: Objective Truth or Personal Perspectives in Documentary 

Filmmaking’   

ADFF TALKS FILM sessions are open to the public and are free to attend. 



 

 

The Abu Dhabi Film Festival runs from October 23 until November 1. The 

Ceremony for the winners of the Black Pearl Awards will take place on 

October 31.  

 

For the daily press schedule please click here. 

 

- Ends - 

 

Pictures and Footage can be downloaded in the press centre on 

the website. 

adff.ae/pressmaterials 

password: pressmaterials2014 

 

For more information, please contact: 

William Royce, twofour54:  D: +971050 614 6653 

E: william.royce@twofour54.com 

 

  

About Abu Dhabi Film Festival 

Abu Dhabi Film Festival (ADFF), powered by twofour54, is presented each 

October to help create a vibrant film culture throughout the region. With a 

focus on Arab cinema and the wealth of emerging and established film 

talent from around the world, ADFF has become one of the most 

anticipated cultural events in Abu Dhabi, helping to enhance the emirate 

as a hub of creativity.  

  

Abu Dhabi Film Festival is committed to curating exceptional programs 

and engaging and educating the local community with their own and other 

cultures through the art of cinema. The films of Arab film directors are 

presented in competition with those of the most respected film-makers 

from all over the world. 

 

About twofour54 

twofour54, the commercial arm of the Media Zone Authority-Abu Dhabi, is 

a leading media and entertainment hub in the Middle East and North 

Africa (MENA) region, aiming to nurture the development of creative 

industries in the region through supporting talent, content development, 

and young entrepreneurs. 

  

http://adff.ae/pressmaterials
mailto:mawya.alqaissieh@twofour54.com


 

As part of its mission to help Arabs realise their ambitions across diverse 

media platforms, twofour54 provides financial support, a creativity lab 

that engages members in creative projects, as well as training and 

networking opportunities through tadreeb, and world-class production 

facilities through intaj. All of these services are supported by its end-to-

end business services provider, tawasol. 

   

 


